The Nomad Arab Camel Breeding Tribes
of the Sudan
In the summer the herd is watered on wells or on the
river, and grazes within a radius of about 50 miles of
water.    The camp is within a few miles of the watering
place and is called " damar."    In the heat of the season
the herd is brought to drink every seventh day.    It passes
through the camp as it goes down to water, and after
drinking  generally  stays  the  night  in  the  ferig  before
going off to graze.    Camels are not watered in one opera-
tion, but after their first long drink are brought back to
water " tahwish"    The health of a beast is often judged
by the extent to which he fills himself out with water.
Whether on the river or on the wells, each camel-owner
has his special drinking day.        This is  called " dimi."
The night before   the   "dimi,"   his  herdsmen   and  sons
fill the mud troughs so as to be ready for the watering
early next morning.    An ordinary herd of camels numbers
from 40 to 100 beasts.    There are generally two stallions.
These are carefully chosen  and are often brought from
long distances.   Among most Arabs ia the Sudan it is
the milk and hair which is most necessary for the house-
hold, so the tendency has been to breed a heavy type
of rather soft baggage camel.    Good riding camels west
of the Nile are the exception, and these have generally
to be procured from Berber, the Red Sea Ml« and KLassala.
As soon as the rain clouds appear, the herd moves ofi
southward in the hope of grazing on the new green grass
of the early rains. When the herd first starts, the houses
and women of the herdsmen are left behind at the " damar"
and it is not until the rains are well set that the baggage
camels are sent back to move the camp. This main
movement of Arabs in search of green pasture is called
"nushugh," and it is the time when the heart of the
Arab is light, as he has not the work of drawing water,
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